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May 21, 1999
Paul Harrington
Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Office
Department of Energy

Dear Paul
Letter Report: Drift Stability Panel's Conclusions Resulting from the
Second Workshop held in Las Vegas, April 13-15, 1999
during and after
Summary This letter presents the conclusions of the Drift Stability Panel's work
the second Workshop held in Las Vegas on April 13-15 1999. Topics are:
rockfall characteristics for use in waste package impact analyses are discussed;
*
drift design considerations are addressed;
*
reconciliation of the majority of differences between the support opinions of the Panel and
*
Consulting Board has been reached;
a Work Program plan is presented in this letter to resolve remaining uncertainties
*
regarding drift stability; and
the project should take steps to ensure design analyses use all applicable sources of data.
*
of this letter. The
These subjects and the conclusions are detailed in the following paragraphs
paragraphs have been numbered for ease of reference.
during December
1. The results from the first Drift Stability Panel Workshop held in Las Vegas
Board
Consulting
9-11, 1998, were-presented in a Report dated February 1999. Since then, the
Younker of 24
has had an opportunity to comment on the content of that Report (letter to Ms
and
March 1999), there has been further DOE consideration of the repository design parameters,
13-15, 1999. This
the Drift Stability Panel met for a Second Workshop in Las Vegas during April
Workshop.
letter presents the conclusions of the Drift Stability Panel's discussions at the Second
Workshop were
2. Overall items for consideration by the Drift Stability Panel at the second
outlined by Paul Harrington as:
the preliminary recommendation from the alternative design study as it affects drift design;
0
provide guidance regarding development of drift stability design measures for the alternate
0
design;
rockfall characteristics for use in waste package and performance confirmation design;
*
resolve differences in understanding between this panel and others.
0
onto the waste
Specific discussion items listed were related to maximum credible events (rockfall
packages, earthquake response, flood effects), post-closure performance (effects of time,
and geologic
influence of ventilation, moisture effects, effects of cycling, material selection),
zones (comparative performance, significance of benefits).
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3. The presentations by the many speakers during Tuesday and Wednesday, April 14 & 15, were
most helpful in ensuring that the Panel's information was up to date, both in terms of the current
design philosophy and the supporting data. Moreover, recent developments - such as the
potential constraints on introducing too much cementitious material into the drifts - were
important for our discussions. We have read the Consulting Board's letter and we are aware of
their emphasis on the fact that there is no precedent for this type of waste repository, that a
support system which is not reliant on the need to predict rock mass behaviour would be
advantageous, and that it is difficult to monitor events occurring within the rock mass.
4. The Panel met in closed session on Thursday 16 April to formulate the responses contained in
this letter. At this stage, although mechanisms of failure can be identified and the developing
geometry of overbreak and rock falls can be approximated, we do not believe that there is enough
information available to predict the stability of the drifts over time. However, we do believe that
the present uncertainties can be resolved by following a compact research program which
addresses the scientific and engineering issues in parallel. Consequently, we are presenting our
conclusions in the following four sections of this letter with an Annex to demonstrate the type of
analyses we are proposing:
Section 1: Direct responses to the items raised by Paul Harrington (given the current state of
knowledge);
Section 2: Reaching agreement with the Consulting Board
Section 3: A proposed work program to address the scientific and engineering aspects of drift
stability to resolve uncertainties for a credible case;
Section 4: Overall conclusions;
Annex:
Examples of the type of numerical modeling work required to assess the extent of the
Excavation Disturbed Zone (EDZ) and hence the stability of the drifts with time.
It should be noted that nothing in this letter changes conclusions in the Panel Report on the Drift
Stability Workshop dated February, 1999.
Section 1: Panel's Responses to the Items Indicated by Paul Harrington
5. The paragraphs in this Section provide our current responses to the questions asked at the
Workshop. These are initial answers based on the present state of knowledge, Later in this
Letter, we are recommending a compact program of work that will enable more definite answers
to be provided and a decision to be made on emplacement drift rock stabilization.
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6. Item 1: Drift Rockfall onto the Waste Packages
The terms 'rock reinforcement' and
With an adequate rock reinforcement and/or support Note: the objective of both is to stabilize
'rock support' have different technical meanings - although
the installation of rockbolts within
the host rock mass. The term 'rock reinforcement' means
In this way the discontinuous rock mass
boreholes to hold the rock mass blocks together.
means to install steel or concrete
behaves more like a continuum. The term 'rock support'
or the whole rock mass moving into the
supports within the drifts to stop individual rock blocks
meanings., there will be no major
drifts. In this letter, we have used the terms with these specific
rock block falls through wire mesh
rockfall during the pre-closure period. There may be small
raveling during the post-closure period.
and between steel sets. There will be degradation and
used will be predictable from the
The largest size of rockfall, less conservative than that presently
The energy absorbed by the rock block
work program we describe in Section 3 of this letter.
in the analysis-because this energy
itself on impact with the waste package needs to be included
(cf Roger Hart's presentation at
absorption mitigates the potential damage to the waste package
the Workshop).
7. Item 2: Earthquake Response of the Drifts
localized effects on the drift stability in the
A distant or proximate earthquake will have minor and
the degraded rock will be more
pre-closure period. However, in the post-closure period,
disturbance may cause a temporary
susceptible to earthquake perturbations. Such earthquake
actions could be implemented
increase in the rate of rock degradation and rock fall. Engineering
small fault displacements on the waste
to reduce the effects of earthquake ground motions and
earthquake parameters and new
package and its support. More information on the estimated
in the program of work we suggest in
faulting likelihood and potential displacements will assist
Section 3 of this letter.
8. Item 3: Performance Confirmation
confirmation. The range of
We consider the drift stability as an important issue for performance
be estimated. Moreover, statements
rock behaviour and associated rock parameters should
of confidence in them.
relating to these estimations should be qualified by an indication
of Time
9. Item 4: Post-Closure Waste Package Performance: Effects
effect on the post-closure
major
a
have
not
Although the duration of the pre-closure period will
because less drift maintenance will be
drift behaviour, a shorter pre-closure time is preferable
required.
10. Item 5: Waste Package Performance: Influence of Ventilation
effects. In principle, a less elevated
The process of ventilation can have positive and negative
On the other hand, the ventilation
temperature is preferable and ventilation removes moisture.
could affect corrosion rates. The
may alter the replenishment of gases such as oxygen which
program we suggest in Section 3 will address this issue.
Effects
11. Item 6: Post-Closure Waste Package Performance: Moisture
it can soften the asperities in
because
The presence of water tends to accelerate the drift instability
of friction, thus accelerating rock movement
the rock fractures and reduce the effective coefficient
3
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along fractures and increasing the size of the excavation disturbed zone (EDZ). The additional
influences of thermal pulses could have further synergistic effects which are
likely to be adverse.
12. Item 7: Post-Closure Waste Package Performance: Effects of Temperature
Cycling
Temperature cycling will have an adverse effect on the EDZ and hence on
the drift stability. The
program we suggest in Section 3 will address this issue.
13. Item 8: Post-Closure Waste Package Performance: Material Selection
Aggressive materials and materials with aggressive by-products should be
avoided. Also, as a
general principle the volume of 'foreign material' brought into the drift should
be minimized. For
example, there is less steel introduced using a rockbolt reinforcing system
than a steel set
supporting system. Similarly, the use of cementitious material for grouting
rockbolts, protecting
the rock surface with shotcrete, and using a concrete invert section introduces
less cementitious
material than if pre-cast segments or cast in place concrete linings were
to be used. In this
context, it might be appropriate to reconsider the use of a limited amount
of cement: some
cementitious materials may be needed. Also, concrete support could
still be an option for
maintaining pre-closure stability. The effects of the cement on waste isolation
will need to be
evaluated, but we recommend that special cements, including low pH, cements
be considered.
14, Item 9: Comparative Performance of the Geologic Zones: Superior
Drift Performance
There is a primafacie case that the lower lithophysal zone is preferable for
excavation and initial
support because there are fewer fractures and the drifts are likely to be more
stable when located
in this zone than in other strata. The joint persistence is lower than in the
non-lithophysal zones
and there is evidence from driving the cross-drift of the good quality of the
rock and the adequacy
of light rockbolt support. Almost no overbreak or wedge failures were
observed. However,
thermal effects on the lower lithophysal zone are not known and require
further investigation.
Questions arise regarding the effect of the short (less than I m) non-persistent
joints on rock mass
stiffhess and propagation of fractures that could lead to local failures when
the thermal loads are
applied. Moreover, a stiffer and stronger rock can support higher stresses,
which may not be
desirable. The work program we suggest in Section 3 will address the suitability
of different host
rock types, with further information on rock properties and field performance
being required. It is
anticipated that failures will be more localized and that raveling rather than
larger block fall-outs
will predominate in the lower lithophysal zone (as compared to the middle
non-lithophysal zone
which is more significantly fractured and hence subject to more overbreak
at the south end of the
repository). Also, study is required of the differential performance between
the zones regarding
heat and water flows.
15. Item 10: Comparative Performance of the Geologic Zones: Which Zone?
To establish which of the rock zones is most favorable regarding thermal
and moisture effects
cannot be definitely established now because insufficient information is available.
As noted in the
Item 9 response above, the work program we suggest in Section 3 will address
the suitability of
different host rock types. However, the cross drift has shown that the lower
lithophysal zone, in
which approximately 80% of the emplacement drifts are to be sited, is superior
to the middle non
lithophysal zone for tunnel stability and for minimizing support requirements.
The lower
lithophysal zone has even fewer joints than the upper lithophysal zone.
The effect of thermal
cycling and moisture changes on the lower lithophysal zone and the degree
to which the short
4
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conditions is not well known. It is
fractures will extend and ravelling will occur under these
a borehole heater test conducted in the
recommended that these conditions be established with
of the tunnel.
lower lithophysal zone, and with cyclic moisture and thermal tests at the wall
Zones: Benefits of Alternate Zone?
16. Item 11: Comparative Performance of the Geologic
the lower lithophysal zone and the lower
The fact that most of the repository is located in
superior to the middle non-lithophysal zone
lithophysal zone has tunneling and stability conditions
the upper lithophysal zone. However, expansion
makes it less imperative to consider relocating to
zone appears feasible, assuming other cover
of the emplacement drifts into the upper lithophysal
can only be answered once the results of
and access requirements are met. Again, this question
is
However, there is no evidence that any horizon
our recommended work program are available.
not suited for emplacement drifts.

Board
Section 2. Reaching Agreement with the Consulting
resolve any differences in the conclusions of the
17. One of the objectives of the Workshop was to
The Consulting Board had written a letter dated
Consulting Board and the Drift Stability Panel.
on our February 1999 report which presented our
March 24, 1999, to Ms J Younker commenting
The Consulting Board also gave very
conclusions from the December 1998 first Workshop.
helpful presentations at the April 1999 Workshop.
Board highlighted that
18. At the April 1999 Workshop, the Consulting
sets (or possibly channels) are
if cementitious materials are not to be allowed, then steel
*
the preferred option,
possibly excessive,
that rockbolts with mesh is a support system that would require much,
*
maintenance
does not require knowledge of
that it is preferable to provide a stabilization system that
*
the rock mass behaviour,
that it is not easy to monitor within the rock mass,
*
with a retrieviability option and
stabilizing waste emplacement tunnels for up to 300 years
*
and
with significant heating and cooling has no precedent,
backfill can help to eliminate some of the remaining problems.
*
with much of the Panel's conclusions and
The Board also emphasized that they were in agreement
in large volumes has affected some of the
the fact that cementitious materials are now not allowed
comments made in the Board's March 24 letter.
respective considerations were for somewhat
19. Both the Board and the Panel agree that their
and that a definite decision on the rock
different drift time periods (100 vs. 150-300 years)
drifts should not be made without further
stabilization procedures for the emplacement
their detailed comments on the action
information. The Panel agrees with the Board concerning
to a) minimize any additional rock disturbance
of the TBM and that the TBM should be designed
as close to the excavation face as practicable.
and b) allow stabilization measures to be introduced
5
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20. Thus, the main difference of opinion related to the use of rock reinforcement. The Board
believes rock reinforcement is not appropriate. The Panel considers
that rock bolt reinforcement
is appropriate, particularly when combined with heavy channel
straps that can be assembled
around the perimeter and provide redundancy if bolt failures occur
- subject to rock quality and
the results of the program of work we are recommending. The
Panel reconfirmed its view that
the use of rockbolts is a viable and preferred solution, given the
current state of knowledge. We
believe that any differences of opinion will be reduced by the
results of further work and we
anticipate that full agreement will be reached in due course.

Section 3: Panel's Proposed Work Program for Resolving Uncertainties
21. We are aware that the remaining drift stability uncertainties
need to be resolved with some
urgency so that a credible case can be presented in the license application.
Accordingly, we have
prepared a compact work program to address the remaining uncertainties.
This program includes
both 'scientific' and 'engineering' aspects. The results of this
work program will improve our
predictive capabilities and indicate the influence of the various
contributory factors on drift
stability.
'Scientific' aspects
22. Our approach is based on the following background. Although
there are precedents for
tunnels subject to thermal loading and moisture changes, there
are no precedents for high level
radioactive waste repositories or for tunnels subjected to several
hundred years of high thermal
loads. For all engineering design, some form of predictive
capability is required. As the
Consulting Board has emphasized, in the case of radioactive waste
repository design, there is no
precedent information. Therefore, the approach must involve
the identification of the key
mechanisms affecting drift stability, together with the related
parameters. For a credible license
application, there must be evidence that modeling these mechanisms
has indicated the likely future
drift behaviour over the range of possible conditions, with sensitivity
studies to estimate the final
behaviour scenarios using qualified data. Later, it will also be
necessary to conduct back analysis
model calibrations from in situ rock response information.

6
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23. The recommended approach is illustrated in Fig. 1.

1

Prediction of Drift Stability Required
There is no precedent practice repository information and thus the
prediction has to be based on expert elicitation and modeling

Purpose
LP

---

I

Identification of Physical Mechanisms & Governing Parameters
It is essential to ensure that all the relevant physical mechanisms are
identified and a procedure for modeling them is established

................
Compact
Program
of

Obtain Data to Support the Modeling of Physical Mechanisms
Qualified data should be used; where not available, published data
should be utilized to bound the problem

Work
Recomm
ended

I
I

Model the Physical Mechanisms to Establish the Extent and
Character of the Excavation Disturbed Zone (EDZ)
variations
With sensitivity studies to consider the effects of parameter

Drift Stability Conclusions to Support License Application
with initial
Uncertainties resolved by data qualification and modeling,
heater tests
scale
drift
and
single
the
calibration and confirmation from
______________

I
L
I

Technical Auditing

Conducted
contemporaneously
to ensure that the
mechanism elicitation,
data gathering
and modeling
are robust and not
susceptible to criticism

I

a

robust predictions
Figure 1. Steps required to resolve uncertainties and to establish credible and
to support the license application.
of the
24. In particular, it will be necessary to ensure that all the chronological developments
the 10 stage series
mechanical evolution of the drift are modeled. In our first report, we described
initial modeling
of events in Table 1 that could affect the drift stability. We also provided some
to supplement other
studies in Appendices D and E of our earlier report related to these stages
modeling work already conducted by the various organizations involved.

7
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Table 1. Stages considered in the drift stability studies
Effect

Cause

Phase

Stage

0

0

Geological activity

I
II

I
2

Site investigations
Excavation, EDZ 1

Rock formation &
alteration, fractures,
in situ stresses
Minor disturbance
inevitable EDZ

...
____protection

_..

II

3

II

4

II

5
_

II

6

III
1m

7
8

IV

9

IV

10

Excavation, EDZ 2

TBM bucket and
cutter plucking
Excavation, EDZ 3
TBM gripper pad_......induced
damage
Excavation/Support,
TBM and support
EDZ 4
disturbances
Ventilation, EDZ 5
Temperature,
humidity and time
effects
Emplacement process Slight disturbances
Temperature increase, Rock expansion,
related phenomena
moisture & humidity
changes
Temperature decrease Temperature- and
phenomena
time-dependent
effects
Random seismic
Seismic disturbances
events

Drift Stability
Implications
Any drift instability will
be dominated by rock
block instability
Negligible
Some rock block
needed
Block loosening
Block loosening
Rock degradation,
Block loosening
Fracture surface
degradation
Negligible
Extra fractures, fracture
surface effects
Long-term instability

Long-term instability

25. In order to ensure that all the steps in Table 1 are addressed, we recommend that the
modeling should be based on a distinct element code and be concentrated on
* obtaining enhanced fracture data for better rock mass geometry specification
* studying the effects of the solution sensitivity to fracture persistence
* considering whether a non-linear joint stiffness algorithm to model the fractures more
realistically is required
* including degradation effects by steadily reducing fracture strength, particularly
cohesion and friction angle, and increasing fracture persistence
* inclusion of the reinforcement/support components in the model
* inclusion of backfiUl in some of the studies
* establishing the EDZ extent for a variety of conditions based on the features above
* considering the effect of heat on water movement in the repository-peripheral rock
* estimating the effects of time on the processes

8
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be a fully-coupled thermo-hydro
26. We know that there is not likely to
future, so the coupling effects on
mechanico-chemical code available in the near
a distinct element code,
drift stability cannot be assessed directly. However, using
in the list above, we consider that it
such as UDEC, and incorporating the features
problem and to adequately establish
will be possible to capture the essence of the
application.
the drift stability parameters for the license
'Engineering' aspects
distinct aspects to be considered in
27. As indicated already, there are two
the most appropriate form of
establishing drift stability and recommending
reinforcement or support:
the steps in Figure 1; and
a) the 'scientific' aspects, as developed through
experience, the idiosyncrasies
b) the 'engineering' aspects, in terms of tunnel
of engineering solutions, and the
of the repository drifts, the limited range
engineering practicalities.
to be considered once the potential
There are a variety of engineering aspects
program we recommend. In
extent of the EDZ is predicted via the modeling
to be important.
particular, we consider the following factors
stabilization
a multiple line of defence strategy for the host rock
*
installation
the distance from the tunnel face to the reinforcement/support
*
(gradual and shock)
rockbolt grouting, plus grout stability under thermal
*
loading
initial versus long-term reinforcement/support
*
possible need for spiling ahead of the face
a
rock mass integrity between rockbolts (mesh, straps, lagging)
a
installation of steel or concrete invert
*
the additional disturbance caused by the TBM to the EDZ
*
onto the waste
the possible need for a drip shield to avoid water dripping
*
canisters
thermal properties of the lower lithophysal zone
*
used
the influence of backfill and the backfill material to be
o
the implications of the need for quality assurance procedures
*
costs
*
whether shotcrete can be used
*
maintenance
*
corrosion of the engineering elements
*
(presented in the August 1998
28. In the Panel's opinion, all support alternatives
for Emplacement Drifts) are
report "Ground Support Alternatives Evaluation
the pre-closure phase. The Panel
capable of ensuring drift stability during
are feasible for initial support of
concludes that several types of support systems
performance. The main
the host rock and for ensuring adequate pre-closure
options are
- grouted rockbolts and wire mesh (with strapping/channels),
9
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- steel sets with stiff cross channels,
- expanded and grouted concrete segments.
29. Because the restriction on the use of concrete leads to a
steel stabilization
system, the Panel recommends installation of a system with rockbolts
and steel
sets close to the face after drift excavation using a short-shield
TBM. Rockbolts
are advantageous in limiting initial support, particularly if used
in conjunction with
steel sets or channels.
30. An appropriate multiple line of defence reinforcement/support
strategy is
a)
Rock reinforcement, in conjunction with a tailored TBM, with mesh
and
some straps between bolts. The rockbolts should be fully-grouted.
b)
Rock reinforcement, as above but with additional stiff U-channel
straps
between the bolt heads (possibly to the invert).
c)
Steel arch supports with rock support (e.g. lagging) between the
arches
31. The August 1998 report "Ground Support Alternatives
Evaluation for
Emplacement Drifts" provides a great deal of useful information
and we
recommend that this work be extended to resolves the uncertainties
and enable an
initial decision on reinforcement/support to be made. We note
that on page 73 of
that report the authors highlight the fact that the final selection of
rock stabilization
measures will depend, inter alia,on material longevity, thermal
stresses, long-term
performance, post-closure chemical effects. We also suggest
reconsideration of
the possibility of using chemically and thermally resistant types
of materials
such materials can be of a new type or an old type such as fire-resistant
bricks as
lining components or cast-iron for invert sections.
32. In association with the EDZ modeling investigation already
proposed, we
recommend that an inventory of bolt types that are actually or
potentially easily
developed should-be compiled. In association with this investigation,
all the
material required should be listed because the decision on
suitability will be
partially based on the acceptability of different materials in the
total performance
assessment context.
33. We also recommend that an appropriate in situ bolt testing
program be
implemented to confirm the suitability of rockbolts in the potential
strata types. It
will be necessary to estimate the longevity of rock bolts, both
for the pre-closure
period and when they are subjected to the elevated temperature
regime of the post
closure period.
34. The potential effects of the rock reinforcement holes
in creating high
permeability paths in the drift-peripheral rock mass will also have
to be evaluated.
Technical auditing
10
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of drift stability
35. An important feature, especially for the 'scientific' aspects
elicitation and numerical
assessment, is that the mechanism elicitation, data
is enhanced confidence
modeling are technically audited at all stages so that there
to examine the technical
in the results. The term 'technical auditing' means
or design in order
content of a model (e.g. assumptions, variables and mechanisms)
to establish if it is sound, robust and adequate for the purpose.
36. The key aspects of technical auditing are as follows.
a need to establish he
There is a requirement for a technical audit if there is
i,
a public interest
reliability and credibility of information, or if there is
is clearly required here.
dimension requiring public accountability - which
quality assurance
Technical auditing differs from quality assurance because
ii.
procedures, whether
may only be concerned with following pre-determined
that the technical
they are right or wrong. Technical auditing checks
content is adequate for the purpose.
criteria and the
The technical audit is made according to evidence, known
iii.
based on persuasive
current scientific framework. The result is an opinion
evidence.
Panel, could conduct such a
External experts, such as a sub-group of the current
Technical Audit.
ensures transparency of
37. The technical auditing procedure automatically
and associated decisions, and
methods used, traceability of analysis methods
Thus,
confirms that investigation of all necessary factors has been implemented. of the
implementation
the
in
the panel recommends that the procedure is used
program of work recommended here.
Section 4: Overall Conclusions
by the presenters and
38. The information provided at the April 1999 Workshop
and has allowed the Drift
the members of the Consulting Board was most helpful
drift stability.
Stability Panel to update their considerations of emplacement
However,
39. In Section 1, we have provided answers to the Workshop questions.
is
information
further
because
some of the questions cannot be answered fully
required.
have been significantly
40. Differences of opinion with the Consulting Board
multiple line of stabilization
resolved, although the fundamental problem of a
and reconfirmed by the
defense starting with rock reinforcement (recommended
by the Board) has
Panel) versus the use of an internal support only (recommended
further work is required for
not been resolved. The Panel and the Board agree that
anyone to make a credible decision.
11
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41. We propose a compact work program (as outlined in Section 3 and paragraphs
42 and 43) to provide the required further information. This program has a
'scientific' component (numerical modeling) and an 'engineering'
component (the
practicalities of excavation and support). We also propose that the work should be
technically audited to provide the necessary transparency and traceability and to
enhance confidence in the results.
42. For the 'scientific' aspects, we recommend further numerical modeling studies
considering especially
*
obtaining enhanced fracture data for better rock mass geometry
specification
a
studying the effects of the solution sensitivity to fracture persistence
*
considering whether a non-linear joint stiffness algorithm is required to
model the fractures more realistically
*
including degradation effects by steadily reducing the fracture cohesion and
friction angle
*
obtaining data on the thermal properties of the lower lithophysal zone
a
inclusion of the reinforcement/support components in the model
*
establishing the extent of the EDZ for a variety of conditions based on the
features above.
43. For the 'engineering' aspects, we recommend
*
consideration of the TBM type and how modifications can be made to
ensure that stabilization measures are introduced as early as possible
a
the development of a 'multiple line of defense' strategy for rock
stabilization
*
compiling an inventory of actual and potential rock bolt types, together
with the associated material types
*
consideration of a rock support system in which continuous supports, such
as channel-ribs, can be tied to the rock with bolts, but have capacity to act
as independent support.
*
conducting in situ rockbolt tests to evaluate the effects of grouting in the
potential host strata
*
explore methods for backfilling overbreak areas behind ribs or bolts, that
provides positive support of the rock arch - fabric bags pumped full of
grout, or grouting behind expanded metal that provides formwork between
ribs and bolts could be options
*
consideration of the additional factors of falling blocks, a drip shield and
the necessary invert installation
a
the long-term implications in terms of heat, potential corrosion and
maintenance
*
building on the information in the August 1998 report "Ground Support
Alternatives Evaluation for Emplacement Drifts"
*
studying the potential effects of the rock reinforcement holes in creating
high permeability paths in the drift-peripheral rock mass
12
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above outlines the steps
44. Alternate Course with backfill; The course discussed
drift access for waste package
that need to be taken to demonstrate preclosure
Provided the preclosure
placement and inspection and postclosure behaviour.
that properly designed and
period does not exceed 100 years, there is a confidence
period. However due to the
constructed ground control could function for that
properties an assessment of drift
effects of time, heat, seismicity, moisture and drift
has many uncertainties.
behaviour after closure is without precedence and
there is an alternate and more
Using the preclosure measures described above,
postclosure behaviour of the
certain approach that could be used to control the
removes or mitigates the
drifts. This is to backfill the drifts at closure. Backfilling
following effects;
by the
Rockfall onto the waste package would be significantly mitigated
*
and prevent impact
backfill. The backfill would confine unstable blocks
effects.
much smaller
Seismic effects on the waste package in backfill would be
o
to the comparison of
than the waste package not in backfill This is similar
It is understood
the seismic responses of a buried and unburied pipeline.
cross faults.
that Waste Packages will not be placed where drifts
a uniform and
The backfill would be placed against the waste package in
*,
due to drift degration.
controlled manner in contrast to random drift filling
than those due to
The backfill induces less severe waste package responses
local or asymmetric loading.
This offers
Placed backfill will confine native material around the drifts.
*
through the drift than
less of a preferential opportunity for water passage
the case without backfill.
should enhance
Backfill buffers thermal effects on the waste package and
*
of corrosion
waste package performance by delaying the time to start
especially if the
vulnerability. This will extend the waste package lifetime,
package thermal
waste package is aged before backfilling so that waste
goals are met.
package
For expected water infiltration rates, backfill will lessen waste
*
corrosion rates when combined with thermal considerations.
package
Backfill will most certainly discourage human access to the waste
*
more than the case of no backfill.
of stabilization of mine
Backfilling is an accepted and fully developed method
workings. Hence this technology is proven and available.
that are already available
45. We also recommend enhanced integration of results
A great deal of work has been
to support the program of work we are suggesting.
The Panel would feet
completed and is on-going by the many sub-contractors.
other results and opinions.
more comfortable if there were more ready access to
should review and
For example, representatives from the main contractors
13
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summarize relevant behavior that they have been investigating for the specific
needs of the design group. Also, there is a continuing series of thermal test
workshops (the most recent being the 8th workshop held on April 27, 1999, in Las
Vegas) at which modeling results are presented from Sandia, LLNL and LBNL.
These and other relevant results should be more easily available to support the
work program we recommend.
Drift Stability PanelMembers
Tor L Brekke (Chair)
Edward J Cording
Jaak Daemen
Roger D Hart
John A Hudson
Peter K Kaiser
Sebastiano Pelizza
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Annex to Letterfrom Drift Stability Panel- Preparedby Roger Hart
DemonstrationExamples of ParametricNumericalAnalyses for Assessing Drift Stability
Numerical modeling can provide a means to evaluate various conditions and properties that may
influence the stability of an emplacement drift during a thermal cycle. The following numerical
analyses illustrates one approach to assist the interpretation of what happens to the drift when the
temperature is changed.
Modeling Procedure
Several example simulations are conducted to assess the effect of different conditions of the joint
structure and rock mass on the response of the drift during heating. UDEC is used for these
simulations so that joint parameters and rock mass parameters can be prescribed and changed
independently. Ten different variations of conditions are evaluated, as summarized in Table Al.

Case 1:
Case 2:
Case 3:
Case 4:
Case 5:

Table
RMQ5 (elastic material only)
RMQ5 with q5 = 56'
RMQ1 with j = 560
RMQ5 with qj = 460
RMQ5 with degraded 0

Al: UDEC Simulations
Case 6: RMQ5 with non-persistent low-angle joints
Case 7: RMQ5 with low joint stiffhess
Case 8: RMQ5 with nonlinear joint stiffness
Case 9: Case 5 with grouted rock bolts
Case 10: Case 5 with concrete liner

Two stages of the emplacement drift are analyzed for each of the ten cases: (1) drift excavation,
and (2) heating of the drift wall to produce a temperature change of 1000 C. The situation with
earthquake loading was not analyzed but can be executed with the same numerical code. A plot
showing the extent of slipping joints (i.e., joints presently at their shear limit) and location of
failed blocks (i.e., zones of rock mass material that have failed in shear or in tension) is provided
for each stage to identify the amount of degradation that may occur. This plot provides an
estimate of the Excavation Disturbed Zone (EDZ). These analyses are not intended to be all
inclusive but to demonstrate the approach proposed in the Panel's letter report.
The major principal stress in the crown of the drift are also monitored at the peak heating stage.
The analyses show that the greatest increase in stress due to heating occurs in the crown. The
effect of different parameters on this stress change may provide an indication of the potential for
drift instability.
The example simulations are based upon material parameters defined in Reference I and
summarized in Table A2. It is our understanding that these properties are presently considered to
bound the material behavior for the emplacement drift design. The properties that describe RMQ5
material are considered to correspond to rock with a high strength and low deformability, while
those that describe RMQ1 material correspond to rock with a low strength and high
deformability. (Note that some judgement was used to select appropriate modeling parameters,
e.g., the normal and shear stiffhess values for the joints are an order of magnitude higher than
reported in Reference 1. With this assumption, the equivalent rock mass moduli for the UDEC
model are comparable to the elastic moduli for RMQ5 and RMQl materials.)
Al

An in situ stress state with the vertical
stress, ary, equal to 10 MPa and
horizontal stress, oh, equal to 3 MPa
is assumed at the emplacement drift
horizon. Gravitational loading is also
applied for the UDEC simulations to
help identify loosening of blocks
around the drift.

--:

S

Figure Al shows the Mohr-Coulomb
strength envelopes for the RMQI and
RMQ5 materials on a plot of major,"0
principal stress (o"A versus minor
principal stress (ao). This diagram
is also used to assess the effects of
parameter variations on the thermally
induced principal stresses in the drift
crown.
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The temperature change is
for the heating stage by applying a
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drift wall that simulates an increase
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approximately 16 years of heating.
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Table A2: Parameters for Example Drift Stability Simulations
.Rock Mass Elastic Properties
3
Mass density (kg/m )
Young's modulus (GPa)
Poissonfs ratio
Bulk modulus (GPa)
Shear modulus (GPa)
Rock Mass Strength Properties
Cohesion (MIPa)
Friction angle, (degrees)
Unconfined compressive strength (MPa)
Dilation angle
Tensile strength (MPa)

A2

RMQ5
2235
32.61
0.21
18.74
13.48

RMAQI
2235
7.76
0.21
4.46
3.21

5.2
46
25.74
0.0
4.21

1.5
43
6.90
0.0
1.32

-20
=

Thermal Properties
Conductivity (W/m-K)
Specific heat (J/kg-K)
Heat capacity (J/m 3-K)

Linear thermal expansion (IC)
Joint Properties
Cohesion (MPa)
Friction angle, 0. (degrees)
Dilation angle (degrees)
Tensile strength (MPa)
Normal stiffhess (GPa/m)
Shear stiffhess (GPa/m)
Joint set 1 dip (degrees)
Joint set 1 spacing (m)
Joint set 2 dip (degrees)
Joint set 2 spacing (m)
ParametricStudies
This simulation provides a base
case for evaluating the stress
change in the model,
The
RMQ5 material properties are
used with the strength properties
for both the rock mass and the
joints set to high values. In this
way, no material failure occurs,
and only the elastic response is
calculated. Figure A2 displays
the principal stress distribution
around the drift for the
excavation stage and the heating
stage. These plots illustrate the
significant change in the state of
stress that may occur due to
heating. The orientation of slip
along joints that is calculated in
the other parametric cases can be
related to this change in the stress
orientation.
In this case, the
thermally induced maximum
principal stress in the drift crown
is approximately 80 MPa, as
plotted in Figure Al. This high

2.06
958
2. 14E6
1.0E-5

2.06
958
2.14E6
1.OE-5

0.07
56
0.0
0.0
500.0
500.0
85
0.5
15
1.0

0.07
56
0.0
0.0
500,0
500.0
85
0.5
15
1.0
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Upper right plot for drift
excavation; opposite plot for
temperature increase of 100'C.
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Case 2

The RMQ5 properties as listed in
Table A2 are used in this
simulation. Figure A3 shows the
resulting joint slip and failed
zones for the excavation and
The plots
heating stages.
indicate that the excavation
damage zone is fairly limited.
Localized joint slip occurs in the
drift haunches due to excavation,
and a slight increase in slip along
the sub-vertical joints near the
drift is calculated due to heating.
The peak stress in the crown is
approximately 70 MPa, as shown
in Figure Al. This lower peak
stress than that for Case 1 is
considered to be due to the
damage zone that develops in the
crown.
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Case 4

In this simulation the material is
assigned RMQ5 properties, and
the joint friction angle is reduced
to 46' to correspond to the
friction of the rock mass. This
change produces a significant
increase in joint slip along the
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that for Case 2 (65 MPa).

Figure A5.
Slipped joints and
failed blocks for Case 4 (RMQ5
material with O,= 460)
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Top right plot for drift
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temperature rise to 100°C
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Case 5

This model simulates the degradation of
joint strength after the rock is heated.
The model begins at the heated state for
Case 2 and progressively reduces the
joint strength. Figure A6 shows two
states of the degradation: the upper plot
shows the state for the joint strength
reduced to 46', and the lower plot shows
the state for a joint strength of 350,
These plots indicate that slip occurs
primarily on the sub-horizontal joints
around the drift walls if the joint strength
degrades after the drift is heated. As
indicated by the arrows in the lower plot,
the rock in the drift walls moves into the
excavation as the sub-horizontal joints
slip. The peak stress is also reduced in
the crown as the joint strength degrades,
as shown in Figure Al (to approximately
38 MPa when the joint strength is
reduced to 3 50).
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Figure A6. Slipped joints and failed
blocks for CaseS (RMQ5 material with
3
=46" in top right plot and .= 5' in
opposite plot.
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Case 6
This model approximates the condition of
non-persistent joints. The sub-horizontal
joint set is simulated as non-persistent by
.-.
assigning alternating high joint strength and
along
intervals
low joint strength in Imeter
r
the sub-horizontal joint trace. The high .-- .
...
..
to
strength joint segments are not allowed
slip; the low strength segments have joint 4 I
to the
friction and cohesion corresponding
values given in Reference 1. The resulting
!1,11
zone of slipped joints and failed zones for i..fthe
increasing
after
this condition,
in the
illustrated
temperature by 1000, is
J_ -:I"f
upper plot of Figure A7, The region of
"
for
that
to
slipped joints is nearly identical
-"i
-!-r
Case 2. (Compare this plot to the lower plot
lowthe
in Figure A3.) The friction along
strength segments of the sub-horizontal 1joints is then degraded from 560 to 35. The
... 10.
extent of slip is significantly reduced
for
compared to the degraded joint strength
continuous sub-horizontal joints in Case 5.
(Compare the lower plot in Figure A7 to the
lower plot in Figure A6.) The peak stress in
the crown at this stage is higher than that for
Case 5 (60 MPa compared to 38 MPa for
A8
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Figure A7. Slipped joints and failed blocks
for Case 6 (RMQ5 material with nonpersistent low-angle joints).
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The models for Cases 7 and 8
evaluate the influence of joint
stiffness. In Case 7, the normal
and shear stiffnesses are set to a
constant value of 50 GPa/m. In
Case 8, the
stiffness iswith
50
GPa/m
and initial
is increased
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the slipped joints and failed zones
r.
4
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kfPj4L
for both Cases 7 and 8, as shown
-r
in Figure A8.
The region of
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I,
slipped joints for these two cases
V li-4¼; J
is slightly less than that for Case
11I J
2 (compare Figure 8 to the lower
I I
plot in Figure 3). The peak stress
V/ '-f17
is higher for Case 8 (56 MPa) 1'1
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than for Case 7 (35 MPa).
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Figure A8. Slipped joints and
failed blocks for Case 7 (RMQ
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Case 9
r
!
The Case 5 condition is repeated
hkblddd~U
lin Case 9 with rock bolts added
to reinforce the rock. Twelve
-ii
L.f.are
elements
reinforcement
'i.- iH-.4
installed in the crown after
li-4"Plexcavation of the drift, The bolts
-.
are assigned a high stiffness and
°
.hL44-"
strength and do not fail during
loading for this case. Figure A9 --"r i I.• -14
includes plots of axial force in the
>rt
:-L
4
bolt elements at the peak
i1--I4.
temperature (upper plot) and ji -iP
-'>
degraded
is
se"
after
ph the joint friction
"i .•--"•
to 35' (lower plot). The upper
'.•.4"it--l
plot shows essentially the same

iJ L1
extent of slipped joints as the
,'
reinforcement. H
without
case
p---"ZL
(Compare this plot to the lower
Iwo
.-"
the
When
A3.)
plot in Figure
joint friction is degraded,
however, the bolts have a
pronounced effect. The extent of
the slipped joints is significantly
AlO
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reduced in the region where the
bolts are placed. (Compare the
lower plot in Figure A9 to the
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lower plot in Figure A6.) The
peak stress in the crown is higher
for this case than for Case 5 (For
Case 9 it is 64 MPa when the
joint friction is reduced to 350).
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Case 10
,
!The Case 5 condition is repeated in
Ji
.
liner
concrete
a
with
10
Case
T~
,9-J
installed in the drift. The liner isI-;."
riT
defined as a ring of elastic blocks Af-•.
- 4_4
connected by glued joints so that the 2
-FIi
ring acts as an elastic material.
Thermal and elastic properties
.
prescribed for concrete in Reference 4
14
1 are assigned to-the liner material.
f.
excavation
after
The liner is added
* --J
of the drift, with a gap between the
fo.1-r
drift crown and the top of the liner
1L.{1
to simulate a non-continuous.I
J
flux
contact. The thermal
liner/rock
s-f
liner
is applied to the interior of theofthe
>
in this case, and the presence
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gap produces a non-uniform
temperature distribution in the rock
during heating. (Heat transfer is not
calculated across a gap between
In order to
blocks in UDEC.)
increase the temperature in the drift
crown by 100' the thermal heating
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increase by 100TC with grouted
rock bolts; opposite plot is the
same but with degraded joint
friction.
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time for this case is slightly longer
than the other cases. The results for
Case 10 are shown in Figure A10.
The extent of slipped joints and
failed zones in the upper plot of
Figure AlO is slightly less than that
for similar conditions of an
unsupported tunnel (compare this
plot to the lower plot in Figure A3).
When the joint friction is degraded,
more slip is calculated along the
-OQ
sub-horizontal joints for this case
than for the rock bolt and
unsupported cases (compare the
bottom plot in Figure Al0 to the
plots in Figures A6 and A9). The
additional slip may be attributed to
temperature
non-uniform
the
Moll')
gradient that is calculated for this
case. The peak stress in the crown is Figure AlO. Slipped joints and failed blocks for Case
lower for this case than for Case 9 10 (Case 5 with elastic liner).
(42 MPa at a joint friction reduced
to 350).
Upper plot with temperature increase; lower plot with
temperature increase and degraded joint friction.
Remarks
The following assessment of the conditions influencing the extent of the excavation damage zone
is based on the above numerical simulations.
1. For the cases evaluated, the change in the extent of the excavation damage zone (as defined
by slipped joints and failed block zones) appears to be influenced most by changes to the
frictional strength of the joints. If the initial friction assigned to joints is reduced, the extent of
slip is increased primarily on the sub-vertical joints during the excavation stage. If the joint
friction is degraded after the excavation is heated, the extent of slip is increased primarily on
the sub-horizontal joints. This response appears to be related to the reorientation of the state
of stress as a result of heating. The increase in horizontal stress due to heating inhibits sliding
on the sub-vertical joints, but increases the potential for sliding along sub-horizontal joints.
2. The persistence of the sub-horizontal jointing has a significant effect on the extent of the
damage zone if the joint strength degrades after the drift is heated. The extent of slipped
joints is substantially reduced if the sub-horizontal joints are simulated as non-persistent.
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3. The extent of the excavation damage zone was not significantly influenced by changes to the
stiffness properties of the joints. Changes in stiffness have a more pronounced effect on the
thermally induced peak stresses in the drift crown.
4. The presence of rock bolts results in a significant reduction in the extent of slipped joints
when the joint friction is degraded after heating. This example only demonstrates the potential
of bolting to reduce the thermally induced damage zone.
5. The presence of an internal liner with a gap between the liner and the drift crown did not
appear to reduce the damage zone when the joint friction was degraded.
6. Thermally induced joint slippage appears to have a pronounced effect on reducing the peak
stress in the drift crown. If the slippage is inhibited by, for example, non-persistent sub
horizontal jointing or rock bolt reinforcement, peak stresses are higher than for the case of
continuous jointing or no rock reinforcement.
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